
G         D7   C           G                  D7        C          G

I see a bad moon arising. I see trouble on the way

G      D7     C                  G                       D7  C            G

I see earthquakes and lightnin„. I see bad times today

Chorus:-

C                                                       G 

Don't go around tonight, well it's bound to take your life

D7            C                            G

There's a bad moon on the rise

G         D7   C            G                                 D7       C           G

I hear  hurricanes a-blowing. I know the end is coming soon

G       D7      C      G                              D7         C              G

I fear rivers over flowing. I hear the voice of rage and ruin

Chorus:-

G                        D7           C             G                                   D7          C             G

Hope you have got your things together. Hope you are quite prepared to die

G                          D7     C        G                                D7      C        G

Looks like we're in for nasty weather. One eye is taken for an eye

Chorus x 2:- Then Into Down Down

Chorus:-

G

Down down, deeper and down.  Down down, deeper and down

Down down, deeper and down.  Get down, deeper and down

C

I want all the world to see

G

To see you‟re laughing and you‟re laughing at me

C

I can take it all from you

D                                          (D7)                                                    G

Again, again, again, again, again, again, again get deeper and down
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G

Down down, deeper and down.  Down down, deeper and down

Down down, deeper and down. Get down, deeper and down

C

I have all the ways you see

G

To keep you guessing stop your messing with me

C

You‟ll be back to find your way

D                                          (D7)                                                    G

Again, again, again, again, again, again, again get deeper and down

G

Down down, deeper and down.  Down down, deeper and down

Down down, deeper and down. Get down, deeper and down

C

I have found out you see

G

I know what you‟re doing, what you`re doing to me

C

I‟ll keep on and say to you

D                                          (D7)                                                    G

Again, again, again, again, again, again, again get deeper and down

G

Down down, deeper and down.  Down down, deeper and down

Down down, deeper and down. Get down, deeper and down.  Repeat with slow fade

Then back into Bad Moon Rising : - 1st Verse Then Chorus x2

D7            C                            G

There's a bad moon on the rise – Down down, deeper and down

D7            C                            G

There's a bad moon on the rise – Down down, deeper and down

D7            C                            G   !STOP!                                                      G

There's a bad moon on the rise     – Down down, deeper and down!
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